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Nuclear shadowing at lowQ2
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We reexamine the role of vector meson dominance in nuclear shadowing at lowQ2. We find that models
incorporating both vector meson and partonic mechanisms are consistent with both the magnitude and theQ2

slope of the shadowing data.
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There has been renewed interest recently in the prob
of nuclear shadowing in structure functions at low and int
mediateQ2. In part, this has been prompted by the analy
of the NuTeV Collaboration@1# of neutrino-nucleus cros
sections and subsequent questions about nuclear shado
corrections when extracting nucleon quark distributions
electroweak parameters@2–4#. Indeed, shadowing in neu
trino scattering has received considerably less attention
in electromagnetic reactions, and currently there are prop
als to utilize high intensity neutrino and antineutrino bea
to perform high statistics measurements ofn/ n̄-nucleus cross
sections at Fermilab@5#. A pressing need exists, therefore,
understand the differences between nuclear shadowing
fects in charged lepton and neutrino scattering@6,7#, espe-
cially at low Q2.

An extensive review of both data and models of nucl
shadowing was given recently by Piller and Weise@8#. Be-
fore one can reliably tackle nuclear corrections in neutr
scattering, however, it is vital to determine the relevant
grees of freedom responsible for shadowing in charged
ton scattering, where data are much more copious. The
available data on nuclear shadowing, including theQ2 de-
pendence, are from the New Muon Collaboration~NMC!
@9–11#. We shall concentrate on a model based on a tw
phase picture of nuclear shadowing@12–14#, similar to that
pioneered by Kwiecinski and Badelek@15–17#, which we
published just before the release of the final NMC data@11#.
For clarity we briefly review this model.

At high virtuality, the interaction of a photon with
nucleus can be efficiently parametrized through a parto
mechanism, involving diffractive scattering through t
double and triple Pomeron@18#. For Q2*2 GeV2, the con-
tribution to the nuclear structure functionF2

A ~per nucleon!
from this mechanism can be written as

d (P)F2
A~x,Q2!5

1

AEymin

A

dy fP/A~y!F2
P~xP ,Q2!, ~1!

where f P/A(y) is the Pomeron (P) flux, andF2
P is the effec-

tive Pomeron structure function@19#. The variabley5x(1
1MX

2/Q2) is the light-cone momentum fraction carried b
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the Pomeron (MX is the mass of the diffractive hadroni
debris! and xP5x/y is the momentum fraction of the
Pomeron carried by the struck quark. The dependence oF2

P

on Q2 at largeQ2, in the region where perturbative QCD ca
be applied, arises from radiative corrections to the par
distributions in the Pomeron@17,20#, which leads to a weak
logarithmic, Q2 dependence for the shadowing correcti
d (P)F2

A . Alone, theP contribution to shadowing would give
a structure function ratioF2

A/F2
D that would be almost flat for

Q2*2 GeV2 @21#.
On the other hand, the description of shadowing at l

Q2 requires a higher-twist mechanism, such as vector me
dominance~VMD !, which can map smoothly onto the pho
toproduction limit atQ250. The VMD model is empirically
based on the observation that some aspects of the intera
of photons with hadronic systems resemble purely hadro
interactions@22,23#. In QCD language this is understood
terms of the coupling of the photon to a correlatedqq̄ pair
with low invariant mass, which may be approximated as
virtual vector meson. One can then estimate the amoun
shadowing in terms of the multiple scattering of the vec
meson using Glauber theory@24#. The corresponding VMD
correction toF2

A is

d (V)F2
A~x,Q2!5

1

A

Q2

p (
V

MV
4dsVA

f V
2~Q21MV

2 !2
, ~2!

where dsVA is the shadowing correction to the vect
meson-nucleus cross section,f V is the photon-vector meso
coupling strength@22#, andMV is the vector meson mass. I
practice, only the lowest mass vector mesons (V5r0,v,f)
are important at lowQ2. ~Inclusion of higher mass states
including continuum contributions, leads to so-called gen
alized vector meson dominance models@25#.! The vector
meson propagators in Eq.~2! lead to a strongQ2 dependence
of d (V)F2

A at low Q2, which peaks atQ2;1 GeV2, although
one should note that the nucleon structure function itself a
varies rapidly withQ2 in this region. ForQ2→0 and fixedx,
d (V)F2

A disappears because of the vanishing of the totalF2
A .

Furthermore, since this is a higher twist effect, shadowing
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW C67, 038201 ~2003!
the VMD model dies off quite rapidly betweenQ2;1 and
10 GeV2, so that forQ2*10 GeV2 it is almost negligible—
leaving only the diffractive partonic term,d (P)F2

A .
The accuracy of the model can be tested by looking

deviations from the logarithmicQ2 dependence of shadow
ing at low and intermediateQ2. Actually, a detailed analysis
of theQ2 dependence of the NMC data, as well as the low
Q2 Fermilab E665 data@26#, was performed in Refs.@13,14#
for various nuclei fromA52 to A5208 ~viz., for D, Li, Be,
C, Al, Ca, Fe, Sn, Xe, and Pb!. Ratios ofF2

A/F2
D were cal-

culated @13,14# for a range of x(1025&x&0.1) and
Q2 (0.03&Q2&100 GeV2). Subsequent to these analyse
high precision data on theQ2 dependence of Sn/C structu
function ratios were published@11#, which provided the first
detailed evidence concerning theQ2 dependence of nuclea
shadowing.

In Fig. 1 we show the calculated ratioR(Sn/C)[F2
Sn/F2

C

as a function ofQ2 for x50.0125 ~solid curve! and x
50.045 ~dashed!, compared with the NMC data@11#. The
overall agreement between the model and the data is cle
excellent. In particular, the observedQ2 dependence of the
ratios is certainly compatible with that indicated by the NM
data. At largeQ2 (Q2*10 GeV2), the Q2 dependence is
very weak, as expected from a partonic, leading-twist mec
nism @14#—see also Refs.@27–31#. In the smallestx bins,
however, theQ2 values reach down toQ2'1 GeV2. The
data on the C/D and Ca/D ratios analyzed in Ref.@14# at
even smaller x(x*0.0003) extend down to Q2

'0.05 GeV2. This region is clearly inaccessible to an
model involving only a partonic mechanism, and it is ess
tial to invoke a nonscaling mechanism here, such as ve
meson dominance. One should also note that, even tho
the shadowing corrections may depend strongly onQ2, be-
cause the nucleon structure function itself is rapidly vary
at low Q2, the Q2 dependence of the ratio will not be a
strong as in the absolute structure functions. In any case
fact that the two-phase model@14# describes the NMC data
over such a wide range ofQ2 gives one added confidence
extending this model to neutrino scattering@6#.

FIG. 1. Q2 variation of the Sn/C structure function ratio in th
model of Ref.@14# for x50.0125 ~solid! and x50.045 ~dashed!.
The data are from NMC@11#, with statistical and systematic error
added in quadrature.
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To illustrate theQ2 dependence ofR over the full range of
x covered in the NMC experiment, Arneodoet al. @11# pa-
rametrized the Sn/C ratio asR(Sn/C)5a1b ln Q2, and ex-
tracted the logarithmic slopesb5dR/d ln Q2 as a function of
x. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the NMC find that the slopes a
positive and differ significantly from zero for 0.01,x
,0.05, indicating that the amount of shadowing decrea
with increasingQ2 @11#. The logarithmic slopeb is found to
decrease from'0.04 at the smallestx value to zero atx
*0.06. The result of the model calculation@14# is perfectly
consistent with the NMC data over the full range ofx cov-
ered, as Fig. 2 demonstrates@see also Fig. 3~b! of Ref. @14##.
In particular, theP-exchange mechanism alone, modified
applying a factor Q2/(Q21Q0

2) @16,32# to ensure that
d (P)F2

A→0 asQ2→0, is clearly insufficient@21# to describe
the logarithmic slope inQ2 at low x, whereas the addition o
a VMD component does allow one to describe the data q
well ~the shaded region indicates an estimate of the un
tainty in the model calculation!.

In summary, the results of this analysis demonstrate th
combination of VMD at lowQ2 to describe the transition to
the photoproduction region, with parton recombination, p
rametrized viaP-exchange, at highQ2 allows one to accu-
rately describe shadowing in electromagnetic nuclear st
ture functions over a large range ofQ2. As well as
confirming that higher-twist effects are numerically impo
tant at intermediateQ2;1 –4 GeV2, our findings also sug-
gest that the two-phase model can serve as an excellent
on which to reliably tackle the question of shadowing
neutrino reactions.

We thank M. Arneodo, A. Bru¨ll, and M. Szleper for pro-
viding the NMC data. This work was supported by the Au
tralian Research Council, and the U.S. Department of Ene
Contract No. DE-AC05-84ER40150, under which the Sou
eastern Universities Research Association~SURA! operates
the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility~Jeffer-
son Lab!.

FIG. 2. Logarithmic slopeb in Q2 of the NMC Sn/C ratio as a
function of x @11#, compared with the nuclear shadowing model
Ref. @14#. The statistical and systematic errors are added in qua
ture.
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